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Abstract 
A theorem contained in the paper 'A combinatoric formula' by Wang, Lee and Tan (J. Math. 
Anal. Appl. 160 (1991) 500--503) gives rise to the definition of certain polynomials associated 
with boards: Stimulated by the analogy to the well-known rook polynomials, we call them 'dual 
rook polynomials'. We show that in the cases of Ferrers boards and skew boards the evaluation 
of these polynomials at -1  always yields values -1 ,0  or 1, generalizing the theorem cited 
above. Moreover, we evaluate these polynomials at -2.  Finally, we state three conjectures that 
are quite well supported by empirical tests: Two of these conjectures are known to be true for 
rook polynomials. 
1. Introduction 
Let A be a rectangular array of cells with r/> 0 rows and c/> 0 columns. (Note that 
an array may have 0 columns or 0 rows.) An r x c-board ~3 is an arbitrary subset of 
the cells of  the r x c-array A: The left picture in Fig. 1 shows a 4 x 8-board in which 
the cells belonging to the board are shaded. In the sequel, we shall omit specification 
of  numbers r and c whenever they are clear from the context, and thus simply say 
board instead of  r x c-board. 
Think of placing rooks on some cells of  an rxc-board ~3: Such a rook placement P
is called proper if there is at least one rook of  P in each o f  the r rows and each 
o f  the c columns of  ~8. Stated more formally, this is (denote cell in row i, column 
j by aij): 
Vi, 1 ~<i~<r, 3 f :  there is one of P 's  rook on cell ai, j, , (1.1) 
Vj, l<<,j<~c, 3i~: there is one of  P ' s  rook on cell ai,,j. (1.2) 
It is clear that an r x c-board ~ admits proper placements if and only if the maximal 
placement (with one rook on every cell of  ~3) is proper: This is not necessarily the 
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Fig. 1. Example of 4 x 8-board ~ (to the left) and proper rook placement in ~ (to the right): Cells belonging 
to ~ are shaded. 
case; whether or not some rook placement is proper does not only depend on the 
particular shape of the board but also on the r × c-array A the board is contained 
in. 
We assign weight w(P)  - x k to every proper placement P of k rooks. The right 
picture in Fig. 1 shows a proper placement of 14 rooks; its weight is x 14. 
We consider the generating function of the proper placements of a board ~ with 
respect o this weight and denote it by P~: 
P~ # ~w(, ' ) ,  
where the sum is over all proper placements of ~.  It is clear that this generating 
function is either zero (if ~3 does not admit any proper placement) or a polynomial of 
degree # [~3] ( -  the number of cells belonging to ~3). 
Recall that a rook is a chessboard piece which takes on rows and columns: The 
classical rook problem (cf. [11, p. 164]) is that of enumerating the number of ways k 
non-taking rooks can be placed on a given r x c-chessboard ~3. Clearly, a rook place- 
ment is non-taking if and only if it has at most one rook in each row and each column 
of ~3. Assigning the weight x k to a non-taking rook placement of k rooks, we obtain 
the rook polynomial (cf. [11, p. 165]) as the generating function of all non-taking rook 
placements. This definition can be generalized to the case of arbitrary r × c-boards 
(as defined above), see [1 l, Chapter 7] or [4]. 
Hence the polynomials P~ we consider can be seen as 'dual' to rook polynomials 
insofar as they are generating functions of rook placements containing at least one 
rook in each row and each column: Therefore we call them dual rook polynomials. 
Given these definitions, the theorem of Wang et al. contained in [13] can be stated 
as follows: 
Theorem 1.1. Let r > O, c > O, and let the r x c-board ~ consist o f  all the r . c cells 
o f  the r x c-array A it is contained in: Introduce the notation Pr, c - P~ for  this case. 
Then we have: 
Pr, c ( -1 )  = ( -1 )  r+c-l. (1.3) 
This was proven by directly computing the polynomial's coefficients using an 
inclusion-exclusion argument and straightforwardly evaluating the polynomial. 
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Stated in a more 'combinatorial' way, Theorem 1.1 simply says: The number of 
even proper placements (i.e., containing an even number of rooks) and the num- 
ber of odd proper placements are equal if we put aside a single proper placement 
with n rooks, where n ~ r + c - 1 mod 2. So the initial motivation for the study of 
these polynomials was the search for an involution that maps all odd proper place- 
ments to even proper placements (and vice versa) with the single exception of one 
proper placement containing r ÷ c -  1 rooks: Krattenthaler [10] gave such an invo- 
lution, generalizing (1.3) to Ferrers boards. In this paper we shall generalize once 
more to the case of skew boards. Our main theorem is that the evaluation of the 
dual rook polynomial of an arbitrary skew board always yields 1,0 or -1:  A bijec- 
tive proof by constructing an involution in the above sense is contained in [2]. We 
give a simple algorithm for determining this evaluation from the skew board itself 
(without computing the corresponding dual rook polynomial, of course): The concept 
involved therein is not obvious at first sight and was in fact derived by rather tedious 
induction, starting from small examples. Here, we give a short proof involving some 
refined inclusion-exclusion arguments, based on ideas of Krattenthaler [10]. Moreover, 
we also compute the evaluation at -2  for Ferrers boards, which turns out to be quite 
simple. 
Further studies were motivated by the analogy to rook polynomials. These led to 
some conjectures, to which the rest of this paper is devoted. Given any set of poly- 
nomials, it certainly suggests itself to have a look at their zeros: In [6, Corollary 5] 
Goldman et al. show that rook polynomials of 'single-overlap-stairstep boards' (a gen- 
eralization of the zigzag-boards to be defined later) have only real negative zeros; in 
[5, Theorem 5] they show that rook polynomials of Ferrers boards only have real non- 
positive zeros, which led to the conjecture that this is true for rook polynomials of 
arbitrary boards. This conjecture is proved in [8, Theorem 4.2] by Heilmann and Lieb 
(in fact, their assertion involves even more general polynomials). Simple inspection of 
small examples immediately shows that the same is not true for dual rook polynomials: 
However, their zeros seem to always have nonpositive real part. 
From the Heilmann-Lieb result on the zeros of rook polynomials it follows im- 
mediately that the sequence of the coefficients of rook polynomials is logarithmically 
concave (see [7, Theorem 53]): In [9], Krattenthaler gives a direct combinatorial proof 
for this fact. Here, the same seems to be true for dual rook polynomials. 
Finally, in [12] Wagner investigates rank generating functions of shellable simplicial 
complexes and shows that certain linear transforms of them have only nonpositive real 
zeros: Again, a similar assertion seems to hold in the case of dual rook polynomials. 
Our paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we first generalize Eq. (1.3) to 
the case of Ferrers boards. Next, we generalize again to the case of skew boards and 
give the definitions needed for our main result, which we then prove by an inclusion- 
exclusion-argument. 
In Section 3 we evaluate dual rook polynomials of Ferrers boards at -2:  The 
computation i volves an inclusion-exclusion argument and a recursion for dual rook 
polynomials. 
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Section 4 contains three conjectures concerning zeros and coefficients of dual rook 
polynomials: These were found to be true for quite a large number of polynomials by 
computer experiments. 
2. Dual rook polynomials of Ferrers boards and skew boards at --1 
The boards defined in Section 1 are completely arbitrary: We now turn to the special 
cases of Ferrers boards and skew boards. For the reader's convenience, we recall the 
definitions: 
An r-tuple 2 = (21,22 . . . .  ,2 r )  with 21~>22>~ . . .  ~'~r )" 0 is called a partition of 
length r. We denote the length of the partition 2 by ~ (2). The Ferrers board of 2 
is an array of cells with E(2) left-justified rows and 2i cells in row i. Considered as 
a board in our sense, it has f (2) rows and 21 columns. In the following, we will not 
distinguish between the partition 2 and the corresponding Ferrers board. Therefore, we 
shall denote the latter by 2, too. 
Let 2 = (2622, . . . ,2r )  and # = (pl,/Z2 .. . .  ,#k) be two partitions of length r and k, 
respectively, with k < r, obeying the additional conditions 
kti<2i for l<.i<~k, (2.1) 
/Xi~<2i+l for 1 <<,i~k. (2.2) 
Now think of Ferrers boards 2 and/x as contained in the same rectangular ~ (2 )x  21- 
array (remember that we defined boards as subsets of  array cells). Note that in this 
view,/x is a proper subset of 2 because of condition (2.1) and k < r = E(2). Then the 
skew board 2/# is defined to be just the set difference of the two. (Fig. 2 illustrates 
these concepts.) 
Note that in the usual definition of skew boards condition (2.1) is weakened to 
while condition (2.2) is omitted completely: But skew boards with either/~i = 2i or 
kii > 2;+1 for some i do not contain any cell from either row i or column #i and thus 
l l l l l l l i l l l l l l I l l l I l l l i l l l l l l I '  
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Fig. 2. Illustration of Ferrers boards and skew boards. 
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do not admit a single proper placement. Hence their dual rook polynomials equal zero 
and so are of very little interest. 
Obviously, a Ferrers board 2 can be viewed as special case of a skew board (with 
p=O) .  
Krattenthaler [ 10] evaluated ual rook polynomials of Fetters boards at - 1 and gave 
a bijective proof for the following statement, which is a generalization of (1.3): 
Theorem 2.1. Let ~3 = 2 be a Ferrers board with r rows and c = 21 columns. Then 
we have for the dual rook polynomial P~: 
(-- l )  r+c-I /f 2r = 21, 
P~ ( -  1) = 0 otherwise. 
A short proof of this statement (based on inclusion-exclusion) can be derived from 
Corollary 2.5 (for 2r # ~q) and (3.2) (for 2r = 21) very easily. 
Now we turn to skew boards: While we do not have such a simple closed formula 
for P;~/~ ( -  1 ) as the one for Ferrers boards, we are able to give an algorithm instead that 
computes the desired value. In order to formulate it, we have to give some additional 
definitions first: 
Consider a skew board ~B = 2//-/: Let i0 = 0 and assume 
P i0+l  ~ ' ' "  ~ /-/it > P i I+ I  = . . . .  P i2  > " ' '  > P i , - t+ l  ~ " ' "  = Pit >0,  
it - k = { (p). If we draw separating horizontal ines after the t rows with indices 
il, i2 . . . . .  i t ,  and separating vertical ines after the t columns with indices Pi],Pi2 . . . . .  Pit, 
then we get a decomposition of the ¢(2)× 21-array containing 2 and p into (t + 1) 2 
rectangular subarrays: We call this the /-/-decomposition f the board; t is called the 
length of the /,/-decomposition. 
We can view this as a ( t+ 1)× ( t+ 1)-array of rectangles: In fact, we are only 
interested in those rectangles that contain at least one cell of the board 2//-/; these 
we call the rectangles of the board 2//-/. Of special interest are the board's rectangles 
'in the second diagonal' of the array of rectangles, i.e., the ones with array indices 
(1, t + 1 ), (2, t) , . . . ,  (t + 1, 1 ): We call them relevant rectangles (note that these necessar- 
ily contain cells of the board!); the other rectangles of the board are called irrelevant. 
We call a rectangle R of the board 2/p complete if each of its cells belongs to 2/p, 
otherwise it is called incomplete. 
If we remove all the cells of an arbitrary rectangle R of ~ = 2/p, then we call this 
operation deletion of R. By (~3) we denote the board that is obtained by deletion of 
all incomplete rectangles of ~. 
Fig. 3 illustrates these concepts. Now we state the main assertion of this section: 
Theorem 2.2. Let fB = 2/# be an arbitrary skew board. Then we have: 
P~ ( -1 )  = P(-~-S(- 1). (2.3) 
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Fig. 3. Illustration for the concept of p-decomposition: The separating lines of the p-decomposition are 
shown thick. There are two (irrelevant) incomplete rectangles in the left picture: Their deletion yields the 
right picture. 
This result obviously should make the computation easier in most cases, but how 
do we obtain from that the algorithm promised above? 
- -  To state it, we need yet another definition: 
Let ~ be an arbitrary r x c-board. I f  we exchange rows and columns so that row i 
becomes column r - i + 1 and column j becomes row c - j + 1, then we obtain 
a c x r-board: We call this the f l ipped board and denote it by ~B f. 
Flipping corresponds to reflection in the second diagonal; stated formally: 
ai, jE~ ~ ac - j+ l , r - i+ lC~ f. 
Note that this concept is not the same as conjugation of partitions in the case of 
Ferrers boards (which corresponds to reflection in the main diagonal). It is a trivial 
observation that 
P~ =P~r  
holds for every board ~.  
So suppose we are given some skew board ~3 = 2/# with r rows, c columns and 
length t of/~-decomposition. Either (~)  has empty rows or columns (this being the 
case if any of  the relevant rectangles is incomplete), whence P~ ( -  1 ) = P~-~5 ( -  1 ) = 0; 
or (~)  is a skew board aoain. In the latter case, consider ~B / = (--~f. Let t ~ denote the 
length of  the/~-decomposition of ~B/. It is easy to see that either t ~ < t or ~3 ~ consists 
exact ly  of its t~÷ 1 = t + 1 relevant rectangles Rl, . . . ,Rt+l;  i.e., there is no irrelevant 
rectangle of ~3 ~. But it is clear that in the latter case the dual rook polynomial of  ~3' is 
just the product of  the rook polynomials of  the t p + 1 subboards ~P/Ri, i = 1 . . . . .  t ~ + 1, 
which are given by restriction of ~ to relevant rectangles Ri (~l~t/Ri -- ~t  N Ri, 
viewed as a subset of the cells of  array Ri): Since by assumption these subboards 
consist of all the cells of  the arrays they are contained in, we can immediately deduce 
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from (1.3): 
t '+l  
P~, ( -1 )  = 1-I P~'/R, ( -1 )  = ( -1 )  r+c- / - | .  
i=l 
We can state the algorithm using some 'pseudocode': 
input ~3 
r = number of rows of ~3; c = number of columns of ~3; 
repeat ( 
t = length of ~3's p-decomposition; 
if (all rectangles of ~ are relevant and complete) 
return ( -  1 )r+c-t- 1; 
if (03) has empty rows or empty columns) 
return 0; 
= (~.~) f; 
The preceding considerations show that the algorithm will terminate for every skew 
board ~: If  the length of ~3's #-decomposition is t, then there will be no more than 
t loops. Theorem 2.2 guarantees that the algorithm actually returns the correct result: 
A bijective proof is contained in [2]; here we give a shorter inclusion--exclusion- 
argument. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. First note that the assertion is trivially true if there are no 
incomplete rectangles at all in ~B, since then ~B = (~B). So in the following we shall 
assume that we find at least one incomplete rectangle in ~B. 
Next let us assume that all irrelevant rectangles are complete. Then there is some 
incomplete relevant rectangle R by assumption: It is easy to see that the dual rook 
polynomial of the subboard ~/R given by restriction to R is a factor of P~ (note that 
by assumption there is no irrelevant rectangle adjacent o R, since any such rectangle 
would necessarily be incomplete, too). Hence P~ ( -1 )  = 0 on the one hand. On the 
other hand, deletion of the relevant incomplete rectangle introduces empty rows and 
columns, thus P(-~-S -- 0. So the assertion is true in this case. 
The remaining case is that we have some incomplete irrelevant rectangles in our 
board ~. Note that it suffices to show that we may delete a single irrelevant incomplete 
rectangle from the boundary (i.e., with no adjacent rectangle of the board to the right 
or below) without changing the associated ual rook polynomials evaluation at -1 ,  
because we then may delete all incomplete irrelevant rectangles of ~B successively. 
So consider some fixed incomplete irrelevant rectangle R from the boundary of ~B. 
Introducing the notation ~3 -R  for the board obtained from ~ by deletion of R, we 
thus want to prove: 
P~3 ( -1 )  = P~-R ( -1 ) .  (2.4) 
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Since we need further definitions for the proof of (2.4), we defer it to 
Lemma 2.6. [] 
In order to develop the inclusion--exclusion argument that closes the gap in the proof 
of Theorem 2.2, we introduce the following concepts: 
Let ~B be an arbitrary r × c-board. Let I = {il . . . .  , ik} be an arbitrary subset of the 
column indices {1 ....  , c}. Denote by ~B1 the board obtained by restricting ~B to the 
columns in I, i.e., delete all the other columns of ~B, so ~I  has r rows and k = # [I] 
columns. 
Denote by n (~B, i) the number of cells in the ith row of ~B. The generating function 
of all rook placements having at least one rook in every row (but possibly empty 
columns) is given by 
f l  ((1 + x ) n(~'i) - 1). 
i=1 
Note that this generating function equals 0 if r > 0 and ~3 contains an empty row i 
(since then n (~, i) = 0). 
Let ~3 be an arbitrary r × c-board. A subset C of (indices of) ~ 's  columns is called 
a row covering if 
VIE{1 . . . . .  r} 3 jEC:  ai,jE~B. 
Less formally stated, for a row covering C of ~B the union of C's columns contains a 
cell from each of the r rows of ~3. 
With this notation, we immediately obtain the following Proposition (which, as well 
as the concept of row covering, is due to [10]) by inclusion-~xclusion: 
Proposition 2.3. Let ~B be an r >( c-board. Then we have 
= E( -1 )  ((1 +x)  - 1), 
I i=1 
where the sum is over all row coverings I c {1 .. . . .  c}. 
Proof. First we get from inclusion-exclusion 
P~ = ~ ( -1 )  c-#[l] f l  ((1 +x)  ~(~"i) - 1). 
1 C { 1,...,c} i=1 
Next, consider some I C_ { 1 ....  , c} that is not a row coveting: Then ~BI has some empty 
row i by definition, i.e., n 0BI, i) = 0. Obviously, all these summands vanish, which 
proves the assertion. [] 
While clearly every column can belong to a row coveting, there may be columns 
which cannot belong to a minimal row coveting, i.e., which can be removed from every 
row covering they are contained in without destroying the row-covering property. We 
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call such columns unnecessary. For example, consider a Fetters board 2 = (21,..., 2r) 
with 21 > 2r: Then the right-most column 21 obviously is unnecessary. 
Proposition 2.4. Let ~ be an r × c-board with r > 0, c > 0. I f  ~B contains an un- 
necessary column, then P~ ( -1  )= O. 
Proof. Let sk be the number of row coverings containing k columns. Note that from 
Proposition 2.3 we immediately obtain: 
P~ ( -1 )  = (-1)c+r ~ (--1)ksk, 
k 
since 1-V tt l  . , .~n~, i ) _  1) simply yields ( -1 )  r when evaluated at -1  for an arbitrary 1 l i=  1 *", " /~  p 
row covering I. 
Call a row covering odd if it has an odd number of elements; call it even otherwise: 
If we can show that the number of all odd row coverings equals the number of all 
even row coverings, i.e., )--~k=l ~2)sk = ~k_=0 ~2)sk, then we are done. Now it is very 
easy to construct an involution mapping odd row coverings to even row coverings and 
vice versa if there is some unnecessary column j: Just define for row covering S 
s--+ ,f s\{y} if j ES ,  
[SU{ j}  i f j¢S .  [] 
Corollary 2.5. Let ~ be a skew board I f  there is some incomplete relevant rectangle 
in ~, then P~ ( -  1) = O. In particular, this holds if ~ = 2 is a Ferrers board with 
2e(;O < 21. 
Proof. It is easy to see that every incomplete column in an incomplete relevant rect- 
angle R (i.e., a column of R with some cell not belonging to ~B) is unnecessary, hence 
the assertion follows from Proposition 2.4. [] 
Lemma 2.6. Let fB be a skew board I f  there is some incomplete irrelevant rectangle 
R in ~3, then all the incomplete columns of R may be deleted without changing the 
family of row coverings at all. 
Moreover, we have: 
P~ (-1)  = P~-R ( -1) .  
Proof. It is easy to see that removing all the cells of R that belong to an incomplete 
column of R does not alter the family of row coverings at all. Denote the resulting 
board (after deletion of all the incomplete columns of R) by ~'.  Then we have by the 
proof of Proposition 2.4: 
P~( -1)  = P~, ( -1) .  (2.5) 
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Fig. 4. Illustration to Remark 2.1: Cells belonging to incomplete rectangles are shown darker. 
I f  all~ of R's columns are incomplete, then R is deleted completely: Hence ~ = 
- R; and the second assertion P~ ( -  1 ) -- P~-R (-- 1 ) follows immediately. 
I f  there are some complete columns of R left in ~,  then consider the conjugate board 
(the board reflected in the main diagonal): Clearly, all of  R's rows are incomplete in ~B'; 
they appear as incomplete columns in the conjugate of ~3 ~ and thus can be removed 
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again by (2.5) without changing evaluation at -1 .  Together this results in deletion of 
all of R, which finishes the proof. [] 
Remark 2.1. As mentioned before, for any skew board with /z-decomposition of 
length t the algorithm terminates after at most t loops. But there is no uniform upper 
bound for this number of loops, i.e., for each n E N there is a skew board needing 
more than n loops until termination of the algorithm. This is best seen by looking at 
some pictures. Fig. 4 shows the algorithm applied to a 'zigzag' skew board: It is easy 
to see that a 'zigzag' skew board chosen big enough will need arbitrary many loops 
until termination. 
3. Dual rook polynomials of Ferrers boards and skew boards at -2  
Direct computation yields the following equation, which closely resembles (1.3): 
Theorem 3.1. Let  r > 0, c > 0, and let the r × c-board ~ consist o f  all the rc cells 
o f  the r × c-array A it is contained in: Recall that we introduced notation Pr, c - P~ 
for  this case. Then we have: 
Pr, c ( -2 )  = ( -2 )  r+C-~ (3.1) 
Proof (sketch). Inclusion-exclusion directly leads to the following expansion: 
Pr, c(X)= Z (~)(;.)(--1)i+J(lq-x)(c--i)(r--J', 
i,j>~O 
(3.2) 
from which the assertion follows by straightforward computation. [] 
Note that we can easily deduce (1.3) from (3.2). 
Moreover, we can deduce a generalization of Theorem 3.1, making use of the fol- 
lowing recursion for generating functions of arbitrary boards: Given board ~,  consider 
some arbitrary cell a in ~B. Denote the board with a removed by ~3-  a, the board 
with a's row r removed by ~ - r, the board with a 's  column e removed by ~B - c 
and the board with a 's  row r and column c removed by ~3 - r - c. Note that in this 
context removing row r or column c means deletion from the array ~ is contained in, 
not just removing the board's cells in r or c (which clearly would lead to empty rows 
or columns). 
Then it is easy to see that we have the following decomposition of generating 
functions: 
P~ = (1 + x)P~-a + x(P~_, +P~-c  + P~-, -c) .  (3.3) 
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Theorem 3;2. Let ~ = 2 be a Ferrers board with r = : (2) rows and c = 21 columns. 
For any partition v, denote by d(v) the number of distinct parts vi > O. Then we have: 
P~ ( -2 )  = ( -  1)r+c-~2c+r-d(:0. 
Proof (sketch). Let n = rc - ~-']~i 2i (this can be viewed as the number of cells 'carved 
out' from the rxc-array in order to get the shape 2). Proceed by induction on n, the case 
n = 0 being settled by (3.1) (since d(2) = 1 under the assumptions of Theorem 3.1 ). 
For the inductive step, think of 'carving away some additional cell a' from (the 
boundary of) a given Ferrers board and consider the effect on d(2): This number can 
increase or decrease by 1 or remain unchanged. From (3.3) we get: 
P~ ( -2 )  = -P~_ .  ( -2 )  - 2(P~_, ( -2 )  + P~-e ( -2 )  + P~-r-c ( -2)) .  
A close look at this equation shows that in all possible cases the single terms are given 
by induction, with the only exception of P~-a ( -2) ,  which is precisely what we need. 
Carrying out the simple computations leads to the result. [] 
4. Conjectures 
I t  is easy to see that the following assertion (analogous to [6, Corollary 5] for rook 
polynomials) holds: 
Proposition 4.1. The dual rook polynomials of  the zigza9 skew boards (informally 
introduced in Section 2, see Fig 4) have only nonpositive real zeros. 
This is a simple application of the lemma of Heilmann and Lieb (see [8, Lemma 4.2]): 
Lemma 4.2. Let p (x ) ,q (x )  be two polynomials in •[x], deg(p) = n, deg(q) = n+ 1, 
with positive leading coefficients. Assume that the zeros (1 <~ (2 <~ "'" <~ ~n o f  p and 
the zeros ~o1<<.q92 <~.. .  <~qgn+l of  q are all in •. Moreover, assume the following 
interlacing relation for  (i, qgi: 
~i~(i~i+l for  i=  1,2 .... ,n. 
Then the zeros pl . . . . .  pn+l of  the polynomial r = p + q are real, too, and we have 
(let (o = -~) :  
(o < Pl <<. ~Pl <<- (1 <~ P2 <~ ~02 <~ . • • <~ (n ~ Pn+ 1 <~ q~n+l. 
In particular, we have: 
Pi+l - Pi >>- (i - ~oi. 
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Proof  (sketch). This is an easy consequence of the mean value theorem: r is continu- 
ous; when considering the sign of r(tp~), r((~),  r (q~2), r ( (2)  . . . . .  r ( ( , ) ,  r ((p,+~), the 
assertion follows. [] 
Proof  of Proposition 4.1 (sketch). Observe that the sequence of zigzag dual rook 
polynomials zz~ (indexed by the number k of cells of the corresponding skew board) 
obeys the simple recursion 
zz~ (x ) = x, zz~ (x ) -- x ~, 
zz. (x)=x(zz._ l (X)+ZZ._~(x))  for n> 2. 
From this the assertion follows by induction using Lemma 4.2. [] 
While rook polynomials of arbitrary boards have only real nonpositive zeros (see 
[8, Theorem 4.2]) this is not true for dual rook polynomials. Recursion (3.3) was used 
to generate a list of  dual rook polynomials by computer: Fig. 5 shows the zeros of all 
dual rook polynomials corresponding to Ferrers boards with at most 30 cells plotted 
in the complex plane (computation of roots and graphics was done with Mathematica 
[14]). However, the picture seems to suggest some weaker conjecture. 
Conjecture 4.1. All the zeros of (non-vanishing) dual rook polynomials of arbitrary 
boards have non-positive real part. Moreover, their modulus is bounded. 
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Fig. 5. Distribution of zeros of dual rook polynomials of all Ferrets boards with ~i 2i ~<30 (computation 
and graphics by Mathematica). 
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A sequence of positive real numbers (ak)~=0 is called logarithmically concave if 
2~ a k ~-ak-lak+l for 1 < k < n. It is well-known (cf. [7, Theorem 53]) that the sequence 
of coefficients of every polynomial with only real nonpositive zeros is logarithmically 
concave. So the coefficients of rook polynomials of arbitrary boards do form a loga- 
rithmically concave sequence: In [9], Krattenthaler gave a combinatorial proof for this 
assertion. The following analogous conjecture for dual rook polynomials is true for all 
the dual rook polynomials we tested: 
Conjecture 4.2. Let ~3 be a board: The sequence of non-vanishing coefficients of P~ 
is logarithmically concave. 
In [12], Wagner investigates rank generating functions of shellable simplicial 
complexes. He, too, exhibits pictures of zeros plotted in the complex plane which 
(in some sense) look similar to our Fig. 5. Moreover, he can prove that certain linear 
transforms of these rank generating functions have only nonpositive real zeros (cf. [12, 
Corollary 1.4]; compare with [1, Theorems 2.4.2 and 2.4.3]): Again, a similar assertion 
seems to hold in the case of dual rook polynomials. 
n- I  Conjecture 4.3. Denote by x (n) - I[i=0 (x + i) the nth r&ing factorials and consider 
the linear transformation T :x  n H x In) on the vector space of polynomials in the 
single variable x. Let ~ be a board with nonvanishing dual rook polynomial; consider 
the transformed dual rook polynomial T(P~3): All its zeros are distinct, real and non- 
positive. 
This conjecture was found to be true by computer tests for the dual rook polynomials 
of all skew boards 2/p with ~--~i)~i<~ 18 and all polynomials Pr, c with r,c<<,7. These 
tests could not be carried out by directly computing the roots with Mathematica [14], 
because there occurred incorrect complex zeros (with nonvanishing imaginary part) due 
to rounding errors: Instead, we used Sturm's theorem (cf. [3, p. 527]. 
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